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Data compression is immensely important in digital world, with limited resources for storage and transmission. Speech compression or coding deals with efficient digital representation of speech. In this paper,
the potential of Compressive Sensing (CS) in the context of speech coding is explored by combining the
strengths of dictionary based sparse representations and quantization of CS measurements. CS facilitates
effective recovery from fewer measurement samples exploiting the sparsity nature of signals. The major
contribution of this work is in designing an easily scalable (medium to high) bit-rate codec by appropriately
quantizing CS measurements, where a hybrid dictionary based sparse representation of speech has been
used. Most of the earlier CS based speech coding techniques, exploit CS only at the decoder to reduce the
processing costs at receiver and compression is achieved by conventional methods. The proposed approach
uses CS at the encoding stage itself and provides a performance better than CELP, the widely used medium
bit-rate hybrid coding scheme. The work also demonstratres, how effective sparse representations of the
speech using a hybrid dictionary can facilitate better compression.
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1. INTRODUCTION

or the other and this is true for speech signals too. In resource limited scenarios CS can
facilitate efficient utilization of the available
resources with substantial performance gains.
Sparsity is the main principle behind CS and
effective sparse representations of signals form
the basis for CS based applications.

Speech is an information rich signal which has
been the primary means of communication between humans. Digitizing real world signals
help to achieve more compact representations
and provides better utilization of available resources. With ever increasing demands for
system capacity, compression of all real world
signals has become a necessity. Researchers
have been working on achieving lower bit rates
for efficient transmission and storage of digital
speech.

Conventional hybrid speech coding techniques
which transmit at medium bit rates, require
parameter extractions and involve linear predictions, pitch updates etc using previously
stored samples. This requires huge amount
of memory resources. Earlier, most of the CS
based speech coding techniques, makes use of
CS to reduce dimensionality and processing
costs at the receiver side [1][2] (CS does random sampling to obtain M (number of samples
acquired) ≪ N (original length of the source
vector) measurements and the decoder algorithms need to handle only fewer samples). In

Compressed Sensing has gained much attention
in literature due to its diverse applications in
a variety of fields. Also it exploits the sparsity
notion which is a minimally explored, inherent
characteristic present in almost all real world
signals. CS has been applied to strictly sparse
as well as compressible signals. Most of the real
world signals are compressible in some domain
1
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nary. Figure 6 gives typical speech waveforms
for a quantization rate of 2 (worst case results)
and a CR of 0.5 (for DCT) and 0.3 (for Hybrid).
The waveforms at CR of 0.5 for DCT and CR of
0.3 for hybrid looks similar and resembles original speech indicating that higher compression
can be achieved with hybrid dictionary. Thus,
the work demonstrates that choice of an appropriate sparsifying transform plays a major role
in improving the compression and reconstruction quality of the proposed speech codec.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the potential of CS in the context of speech coding is explored combining
the advantages of dictionary based sparse representation of speech signals and quantization
of CS measurements. Scalable bit-rate codecs
can easily be designed by using the proposed
scheme, just by changing the number of CS
measurements that are acquired or by changing
the quantization rate per sample. Quantization of CS measurements which facilitated bit
rate reduction helps to exploit the advantage
of CS (acquiring lesser no: of samples) at the
encoder itself. The simulation results demonstrate that the codec can aid transmission at
high and medium bit rates. The coder provides
higher output SNRs compared to CELP, at the
same transmission rates. However, hardware
implementation feasibility, delay and complexity of the coder needs to be assessed in detail,
for standardization and comparison with other
existing ITU standards.
Our study concludes that better sparse representations improve the reconstruction quality
of CS systems. The hybrid dictionary used
here, provides better performance without imposing much penalty on transmission bit-rates.
Moreover, the number of samples acquired, can
be reduced to as small as 30% with the hybrid dictionary as compared to 50% for DCT
to achieve the same reconstructed speech quality. The hybrid dictionary helped to achieve
better compression and higher quality speech
at the decoder. In essence, compressed sensing is indeed a suitable candidate for speech
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coding in resource limited scenarios with advantages of easy scalability and improved efficiency especially when dictionary based sparse
representations are used.
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